Search Tips

Class of 2018 – Block 2

Please be authenticated through CaseWireless*, or have VPN open and connected.

- From CHSL’s homepage, cursor over Library Catalogs and Databases and choose MEDLINE options. From the options choose MEDLINEPLUS, go to Health Topics and browse alphabetically to M and find the article on Metabolic Syndrome, written at a level intended to be accessible to the layperson as well as providing a good background summary.

- From CHSL’s homepage, go to PubMed. Click Clinical Queries under PubMed Tools near the lower center. In the main search bar, type Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus and click Search. In the “Medical Genetics” column, click “See all”. On the PubMed results page, go to Filters at the left and activate the filter “Humans”. Click “Show additional filters” to unhide filter options and then select filter “Core clinical journals”. (Filters remain active for 8 hours by IP address unless cleared.) Look for the article by Roark; click the blue article title for the Abstract Plus page including CWRU links near the upper right that were enabled by using the CWRU-specific PubMed link to begin this search. Grey “CWRU Full Text” link should provide pathway to full-text PDF.

- From CHSL’s homepage, go to Clinical Key. In the main search bar, type Insulin Glucagon and click Enter. Click the first entry which is a chapter entitled “Insulin, Glucagon, and Diabetes Mellitus” from the Guyton and Hall textbook.

- If time permits/or on your own….
  Back at PubMed, from dropdown menu to left of main search bar, choose OMIM, and type Juvenile Onset Diabetes and click Search; see entry %222100 for detailed gene information.

*the new URL wireless-setup.case.edu can help configure your device to CaseWireless